308,740 Reported TB cases 1993–2010

244,413 Culture-confirmed cases

125,026 Cases with a TST result

119,387 TST result unknown

42 disease site unknown

3,665 CXR unknown (for pulmonary only)*

121,319 Cases with a documented disease site and CXR result (for pulmonary only)

24,321 from California

96,998 Cases from non-California jurisdictions

32,635 HIV status unknown

125 birthplace unknown

64,238 Cases with documented HIV status and birthplace

1,151 Miliary

4,405 Pulmonary & extrapulmonary

9,169 Extrapulmonary only

49,513 Pulmonary only

30,903 Non-cavitary pulmonary

18,610 Cavitary pulmonary